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The 10 keys to 

understanding the 

sector 
 

 

The security and safety sector is characterised by strong 

fragmentation and the presence of a lot of small and medium 

enterprises, but 80% of the sector’s business and 

employment is concentrated in 13 large companies. 
 

 

The sector 
People demand more and more security and safety in their activities, the products they buy, the savings they invest, 
etc. Security and safety respond to the need to face up to the risks that surround us, enabling us to eliminate them or 
reduce them to acceptable levels. At the same time, however, the cross-cutting (found at any time and in any situation) 
and varied nature of risk makes this an industry that is complex because it is not homogenous and in which the areas 
that make it up have differing degrees of maturity. 
 
Hence the demand for security and safety services has two main determining factors: the risk perception of the public 
and a safety culture that in Catalonia and Spain is low compared to other EU countries. These factors mean that very 
often the government intervenes to ensure that there are minimum safety requirements, as is the case with fire brigade 
and emergency services.  
 

Main areas of activity 
The activities associated with the security and safety sector can be structured by type of risk or the provision of security 
services. However, the main areas of activity in the sector are as follows: occupational health and safety, private 
security, fire safety and emergency response.  
 
Nonetheless, also to be included within the security and safety sector are activities carried out by other economic 
sectors of great employment and economic importance, such as food safety, transport safety, ICT security and 
environmental safety. 
 

Trends  
Although the current crisis has put the brakes on many sector initiatives and reduced its expectations, it is an industry 
with a trend towards growth in two directions: growing public demand for security and safety services and the 
implementation of new safety regulations in the various sectors that make up our productive economy (standards for 
quality and safety, hygiene rules, etc.). 
 
The security sector has a dynamic component, as it has to adapt to new forms of offence and threats. Indeed, the 
increasing variety and complexity of criminal acts and threats (mainly about feeding and environmental) force the 
security industry to find new answers. One of these answers is the application of ICT in emergency management. 
 

Economic importance 
According to the latest report by Aproser (Professional Association of Private Security Services Companies) published 
in 2011, in early 2011 in Spain there were 1.538 registered private security companies. The total turnover of these 
companies stood about €3.390 million, representing a decrease of 4,11% over the previous year. 
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In contrast, a service that is having major growth and probably will be one of the engines of the security sector is 
computer security. According to some estimates by experts, this area of activity could reach a turnover of 
approximately €1.700 million euros in 2012. 
 

Employment  
In 2012, in Spain there are 246.000 people enable to work in the private security sector (that is, authorized by the 
Government) . However, many of these enabled  people is not employed in 2012. 
 
The security and safety sector is characterised by strong fragmentation and the presence of a lot of small and medium 
enterprises, but 80% of the sector‟s business and employment is concentrated in 13 large companies. In fact, 4 of the 
major Spanish safety and security companies have over 5,000 workers while by contrast about 800 companies have 
between 1 and 20 people on staff. 

 
Professional profiles most in demand 
Each area of activity has its own dynamics and employs professionals with diverse skills and specific training. Thus 
private security employs professionals with middle to low qualifications while fire prevention has highly skilled 
professionals.  
 
It is worth noting that in recent years the sector has made an effort to incorporate training courses aimed at enabling 
lower qualified professionals to obtain licences and certificates. This has arisen as a result of strong demand for 
professionals, especially in the field of private security, who had low or no qualifications and were injurious to the image 
of the sector. However, in the areas of ICT security, environmental safety and fire fighting there is strong demand for 
highly skilled people, and especially sought-after are people with engineering qualifications or degrees in health and 
science. 

 

Occupations most in demand 
One of the occupations in occupational health and safety with a major shortfall of candidates is that of occupational 
doctor capable of providing information and guidance on health and safety at work. In the field of private security, 
security guards are one of the occupations most in demand, probably due to the high turnover that exists in this sector. 
  
Moreover, in more specialised areas within the security sector there is a need for professionals qualified in mobility 
plans for the environmental and security networks for ICT.  

 
Future scenarios  
Economic growth in the sector has always been linked to the economic and social wellbeing of the country and is very 
dependent on public and private investment in the services provided by the sector. As a result, the economic crisis has 
led to degree of economic growth and employment stagnation in the industry. However, in an economy based on 
knowledge and technology, risk management will achieve greater public importance and the demand for the services 
provided by the sector will increase.  
 

Weaknesses 
Some of the sector‟s weaknesses are difficulties in filling certain roles, its strong fragmentation, its sensitivity to 
regulatory changes, the procedures established to implement the Omnibus Act and the lack of quantitative and 
qualitative data about the industry. 

 
Opportunities  
Some of the more obvious opportunities for the sector arise from the development of new technologies associated with 
networks and Internet; for instance, personal and corporate protection against hackers is one of the ICT security fields 
that is generating most jobs. Moreover, the existence of new regulations on security and certifications or licences to 
provide some of the existing security services may result in an expansion of the market or at least give a boost to the 
sector‟s image and prestige.  
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01 Introduction to the sector  

 
The desire for security is closely joined to human being; security and safety, included within the business services 
industry, are universal and timeless. Represents an instinctive need to protect against possible damage, danger, fear 
or anxiety. From the initial perspectives of individual physical security, there has been a complex evolution of the 
concept. Thus, although initially the prospect of military security was the only one that was contemplated, in the 80's 
began to expand the concept, including social, economic and human issues. All civilisations and cultures have had a 
need to ensure the security and safety of people, goods and even their very territory. Despite this, differences in the 
way security and safety have been understood can be observed, since they are dependent on a society‟s values and 
what type of state it has, as well as how the values and state evolve over time. Security and safety are currently 
completely internalised, which is why sociologists talk about the “society of risk”.  In any case, the growing concern for 
society safety have become a major focus of both government and for businesses. 
 
At the same time, security and safety are very broad and heterogeneous concepts based on risk management of all 
types. The concept of risk itself is a cross-cutting one that affects everyone in all areas. Each individual risk requires 
techniques, actions and professionals with characteristics tailored to that particular problem. That is why it is referred to 
as a heterogeneous and complex industry, with various degrees of maturity depending on the area concerned.  
 
It should be said that the more complex and advanced the society, the higher its security and safety requirements. It is 
also an industry in which the government plays a full part, often setting minimum conditions in terms of technical 
requirements and government involvement. It is a cross-cutting issue, involved in all social, economic or political fields: 
for example, the environment. 
 
As it is cross-cutting, it affects many areas and does so very differently (public safety, environmental safety, the safety 
of individuals, road safety, workplace safety, etc.). There are many different classifications of security and safety, but 
there are two broad categories to start with: public-private and security-safety (the security of property and the safety of 
people).  
 
From the economic and employment perspective, a distinction is made between two categories within security and 
safety: that of the industry itself and that involved in other industries. There are industries in which security and safety 
constitute an indispensable element and therefore do not make up their own industry, as in the fields of manufacturing, 
food or energy.  
 
The security and safety industry is all areas whose principle activity revolves around security or safety. A distinction can 
be made between: 
 

 Areas that exist in and of themselves: players are organised around an issue or activity in relation to which 
they offer security or safety services. This is the case of road or transport safety, fire safety or private security. 

 Security and safety services: there is a body of auxiliary companies that offer other products, equipment and 
services to more than one security and safety area.  

 
Major security and safety areas include occupational health and safety, private security, fire safety, security services 
and emergency response.  
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02 Main areas of activity 

 
The main security and safety areas at present include: 
 
Occupational health and safety 

This is associated with all situations in which the physical and mental health and safety of workers could be threatened 
as a result of their job. It is one the best known areas, with one of the highest profiles. 
 
Private security 

Private security activities render services to prevent or stop disturbances in the security and tranquility of persons or 
goods, such as surveillance and protection of people and property from the private sector. Also includes the 
manufacture, installation, sale and use of private security and surveillance equipment. Private security is subordinate to 
and works alongside public security and has grown robustly in recent years. There are three main groups within private 
security: guarding and protecting property and people, cash-in-transit services, and manufacturing, installation and 
distribution of security products and equipment.  
 
Specifically, as stated in regulations (R.D. 364/1994 of 9 December), the private security services and activities may 
include: 

 Monitoring and protection of property, shops, shows and conventions. 

 Protection of certain persons (prior authorization). 

 Deposit, storage and classification of money or other objects by value or by its danger that may require 
special protection. 

 Transport and distribution of the objects mentioned in the previous point. 

 Installation and maintenance of equipment, devices and systems connected to central security alarm. 

 Exploitation of central reception, verification and transmission of alarm signals and communication agents, 
public safety, and the provision of services to respond to these warning signs. 

 Planning and assessment of security activities. 
 
Fire safety 

Although this is an issue that cuts across all industries, fire risk must be considered an area in itself, both because of 
the specific regulations dealing with fire safety and because the related market grows at its own rate. This area has 
been getting more significant in recent years.  
 
A distinction must be made between two broad types: passive safety, which covers structural elements, and active 
safety, which covers systems for detecting and responding to fires that occur. It should not be forgotten that, as well as 
designing protection suitable for each situation, it is important to organise people‟s actions; in other words, emergency 
organisation.  
 
Emergency response 

The area of emergency response has traditionally been under public control. However, in recent years there has been 
an increase in specific legislation enabling the emergence of various activities or services related to this area that are in 
the private sector, such as engineering companies that develop internal emergency plans, companies that supply 
technology, company fire-fighters, etc.  
 
 
As well as the areas of the industry, it must also be remembered that there are industries that are outside security and 
safety but in which security and safety still play a very significant role. Of those, the following are the most important: 
 

Food safety 

The goal of food safety is to protect the health and consumer interests. Food safety has to ensure that foodstuffs are 
healthy from arable and livestock farms to consumers‟ tables (farm to table). In this sense, are part of the food safety all 
controls of hygiene of foodstuffs of animal health and welfare, phytosanitary, and the prevention of dangers of 
contamination by foreign substances. While it is true that food is now safer, there are also new food issues and risks 
emerging that mean that risk has not disappeared. Food safety is a branch of public health whose scale makes it into a 
separate area, albeit one that is regulated from the perspective of health. 
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Transport safety 

Transport safety constitutes a cross-cutting concept in itself, involving many industries: aviation, sea transport, trains, 
roads, passengers, carriage of goods, carriage of dangerous goods, critical infrastructure, investigation, international 
coordination, research, etc. Transport safety means any risk associated with mobility.  
 
For example, there is the environmental risk caused by pollution from cars, personal injury or property damage in 
transport accidents, and economic and social risk (loss of competitiveness or the fragmentation of an area due to 
congestion). Therefore, taking action in response to any mobility problem means taking action about transport safety. 
 
ICT security 

Information and communications technology (ICT) has been developing in all areas of society. However, this 
technology is also associated with a whole series of risks for which security is needed, from network security to 
fraudulent use of ICT or the development of viruses and worms. In this sense, safety or security of ICT is a discipline 
that uses techniques, applications and devices to ensure the integrity and privacy of information in a computer system 
and its users. 
 
Environmental security 

Environmental risk is associated with the possibility that an event could damage the environment. „The environment‟ 
means the living world: the set of physical, biological, economic, social, cultural and aesthetic elements that interact 
with each other, with individuals, and with the communities that live in and shape it.

1
 This risk is also cross-cutting as it 

affects all activities. 
 
 

 

                                                           
1
 Iniciació al vocabulari medi ambiental. Sebastià Burguera. 

http://weib.caib.es/Recursos/voc_mediambiental/vocabulari_mediambiental.pdf 

 

http://weib.caib.es/Recursos/voc_mediambiental/vocabulari_mediambiental.pdf
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03 Sector trends 

Security and safety is an industry that grows in lockstep with the 

technology applied to sector products and services. These, in turn, are 

developed taking into account legislative and social requirements. 

 
 

The Omnibus Act and private security 

Since 2008, the surveillance and protection of property and people segment (which accounts for 65% of the total for the 
subsector) has been experiencing a decline in demand for its services with a delayed effect with respect to the 
economic cycle. This means that the evolution of demand for services will continue to experience negative growth in 
the coming years. However, the Omnibus Act has allowed some deregulation of the sector, especially in the installation 
of security equipment, devices and systems that are not connected to an alarm receiving centre, for example, fire 
detection devices, in which economic activity has increased. 
 

Emergency response 

Public investment in recent years in new technologies in the sphere of emergency response has led to a significant 
change in how emergencies are managed. Although suppliers of products and systems have always gone hand-in-
hand with the demand and needs of the various public emergency services and emergency units in private companies, 
new technologies have led to a revolution in the management of control centres. Hence the development of new 
technologies for emergency management is one of the areas with greatest potential for growth because the authorities 
have to manage their operational units and the 112 emergency phone line and also because it can increase the 
efficiency of the services provided, reduce emergency times and ultimately improve the quality of service to the public. 
 

Safety and some production sectors 

Safety in the food sector is linked to the development of the agro-food industry, both because of the importance 
consumers attach to food quality and also because of pressure from the various levels of government to comply with 
industry legislation. 
 
In transport safety, the market for traffic management systems has been very robust in recent years, especially due to 
public investment in communications infrastructure. 
 

Geopolitical conditions and correlation with economic cycles 

The security and safety industry is particularly sensitive to the political and social changes that take place around it, for 
example events of world significance such as the 9/11 in New York and 3/11 in Madrid attacks. These may have 
consequences for security regulations which, in turn, affect the delivery of sector services, impinge on the demand for 
professionals or change the conditions under which companies operate. 
 
Furthermore, as noted above security and safety is an industry that is highly dependent on economic cycles. In 
general, this means that when the economy grows, demand for security and safety also grows, with the reverse being 
true when it shrinks. 
 

ICT security 

Awareness of potential threats to personal safety and infrastructure security has meant that the idea of "national 
security" has gained prominence and importance compared to the other more traditional concept of "defence”. ICT 
plays an essential role in the security market as it makes it possible to develop innovative solutions to anticipate, 
predict and provide protection against risks and better respond to emergencies. As a result, the growth of the global 
security market will depend heavily on the development of ICT applied to the sector. In fact, it is estimated that the 
information and communication technology security market will grow by 74% in 5 years to reach around €1.7 billion in 
2012. 
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However, there are some factors holding back this development. The most important are on the demand for services 
side since, for example, households and businesses do not yet know enough about their ICT security needs, are not 
aware of the evolution of threats and often do not know their legal obligations. Consequently the public and private 
sectors will most likely increase the number of information and awareness initiatives they put in place to create a better 
safety and security culture that facilitates the sector‟s growth. 
 

Dependence on regulations 

Security and safety actions mainly affect people. This means that the various safety and security areas are regulated 
by government to a greater or lesser extent. For example, the field of private security is completely regulated and the 
areas of fire and food safety are in part, i.e., there are only technical regulations for the sector. Hence this dependence 
on regulations can sometimes have a positive or negative effect on the sector‟s growth.  

 

Risk perception 

Risk perception can modify the growth and development of a given security and safety area. This is due to the media 
impact an activity may have and the number of people it may affect. A very clear example is the NIMBY (not in my 
backyard) effect on issues such as waste management, building power lines or controlling chemical company dumping. 
How an activity is managed is dependent on the risk it is perceived to have, meaning that projects that are objectively 
safe are not permitted or alternatively regulation of a hazardous sector is not allowed as it is not viewed as such.  

 

Security trends 

Sector companies make annual predictions about security trends and in 2011 they have identified the following: cyber-
espionage and cyber-terrorism, attacks on mobile devices, cyber-protests, cloud computing and virtualisation of 
security in the Internet cloud, more sophisticated malware attacks, increases in global efforts against cyber-crime, more 
control over sensitive information, and attacks more focused on social networks. 
 

Scientific and safety 

The links between security and scientific research are being strengthened. Indeed, to face new demands and security 
threats, as well as to improve the response to classic demands and threats, it is necessary to find new solutions. One 
of the main ways to identify these new solutions is the scientific research. Thus, an increasing number of researchers 
led processes to identify new products or applications that eliminate or minimize the risks of certain products, activities 
or natural phenomena. This scientific research is carried out mainly in the fields of food safety (e.g., new pesticide 
treatments) and environmental safety (e.g., waste treatment), but may also have an impact on other fields (e.g., 
research into new materials or non-flammable materials  for fire fighting). 
 

Market concentration 

While the field of private security industry is currently fragmented and atomized, there is a worldwide trend towards 
market concentration in the hands of the leading companies. The experts suggest that there will be a reduction in the 
number of companies involved in the sector, and increasingly will have a larger market share. The experts suggest too 
that customers who demand security services seeks certainty of their investment, so they opt for recognized 
companies with good reputation to ensure minimize risks. 
 
The globalization of competition and a growing demand for new and better technologies, entail that small businesses 
will have increasingly more difficulties to meet the demands of its customers, who ultimately will hire bigger companies 
to cover their expectations. 
 

Demand for value added services 

In recent years, the demand for global security services are multiplying, instead of opting for individual protection 
products/services. Given the increasing complexity of criminal activities, customers have prioritized for security partners 
or advisors rather than suppliers of security products (security cameras, metal detectors, etc.). 
 

Impact of ICT in emergency management and safety 

Crisis situations, disasters or emergencies of natural origin or human highlight the need to improve the emergency 
management service. To increase the effectiveness and efficiency of this service it is necessary to apply new 
technologies, which facilitates the prevention of risks and helps to minimize damage resulting from disasters. The 
incorporation of ICT in emergency management will increase in the coming years due to it is one of the objectives of 
the Government Plan 2011-2014 of the Government of Catalonia. 
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04 The sector in figures  

Although information is available about safety and security associated with different productive activities (private 
security, investigation, etc.), it does not exist for all of them. This section provides general information about the sector 
and some specific information about particular activities. 

Economic data 

 The largest number of companies are concentrated on those that carry out activities of private security. In 
early 2011, in Spain there were 1.538 registered private security companies. 

 According to data compiled by APROSER (Professional Association of Private Security Services 
Companies)Catalonia is the second region in number of private security companies (270 companies) after 
Madrid (327 companies). 

 The majority of the security companies are engaged with installation and maintenance of security systems 
(1.074 companies, representing 69,47%) and monitoring and protection services (409 companies, 
representing 26,77%). There are 177 central alarm companies, 133 develop assessment activities and 
planning. There are fewer companies engaged with personal protection (79), with transport of explosives 
(51), with transportation funds (11), with storage of explosives (17) and with deposit of funds (11). 

 The total turnover of private security industry was, in 2010, €3.386 million. Most of the turnover comes from 
monitoring services (€2.293 million), while the alarm system had a turnover of €892 million and transportation 
funds €301 million. 

 In recent years there has been a decrease in the turnover of the private security sector. In 2010, the total 
turnover of private security sector has been reduced in  4.11%. This reduction is being smooth in the last 
years; the turnover reduction in 2010 was lower than that experienced in 2009. 

 The segments that require more services of private security are trade (15,70%), financial institutions 
(15,08%), government (14,56%), transport infrastructure (14,34%) and industry (13.6%). 

 There is a predominance of private security contracts from the private sector. Indeed, in 2010 the private 
sector hiring‟s  accounted for 76%, while the remaining 24%, come from the public. It is appropriate to note 
that the volume of public procurement tends to drop, in 2009 this percentage was 25%. 

 In Spain there are 832 companies engaged in security research, 175 companies are located in Catalonia. In 
Spain there are 167 companies rendering security systems services, in Catalonia there are 31. 

 It should be noted the considerable fragmentation of this market.13 of the largest companies in Spain 
account for 80% of turnover of the sector. 

 Despite it is a sector made by large companies, highlight some companies such as INDRA, with a turnover of 
around €650 million in the market for security and defense. In this market, INDRA reduced its growth by 13% 
in 2010, this is an indicator of how the economic crisis has affected both small and large companies. 

 Data relating to computer security are rare and generally speculative. According to the study "Market 
Prospects for Security of Information in Spain: 2008-2012", compiled by TB-Security, the turnover of the 
sector in 2012 will be 1.700 million. 

 The field of computer security is one of the growth engines of the ICT market in Catalonia and Spain. There 
is an upward trend in terms of turnover in this sector, as evidenced by the fact that in Spain between 2008 
and 2012 the turnover has almost doubled (from €970 million  in 2008 to 1.700 in 2012). 

 For areas, services are those that are increasing their share of participation in security, to the detriment of the 
hardware and software. Specifically, it is estimated that in 2012 the ICT security services have covered 65% 
of the market, while software has had a share of 29.,% and hardware, 6.2% . 

 Companies tend to outsource computer security services. This trend is demonstrated by the fact that many of 
the IBEX 35 companies, which didn't outsource security systems in 2006,  in 2010 do it more than 50%. 

 Due to the economic crisis it is reducing the percentage of the budget dedicated to ICT companies computer 
security. While in 2007 the percentage of the budget devoted to ICT security was of 3,28%, in 2010 had 
fallen to 1,72%. 
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 Nationally, in 2009 73% of companies contracted external occupational health and safety services. There are 
around fifty of these services with a licence in Catalonia, meaning it is one of the regions with the most. 

 In 2010, there were 20 occupational accident mutual insurers in Spain. Their business operations in 2008 
totalled €10 million.  

 The affiliation to Mutual on professional contingencies have been reduced from 1.413.181 in September 2011 
to 1.383.462 in September 2012, -2.10%; while the workers covered by these contingency in the same period 
moved from 12.825.971 to 12.389.680, a reduction of 3.40%. The market share of Mutual in contingencies, 
measured by the number of companies affiliate to Mutual, in comparison to total number of companies 
affiliate in all System has increased from 98% in September 2011 to 98.07% in September 2012. This share, 
measured by the affiliation of workers, rose from 94.93% in September 2011 to 95,25% in September 2012. 

 With regard to the affiliate to common contingencies, Mutual business has gone from €1.112.873 in 
September 2011 to €1.111.863 in September 2012 with a reduction of 0,09%, while workers for this 
contingencyin the same period have moved from 11.434.738  to 11.335.920, a reduction of 0,86%. The 
market share of the mutual common contingencies, measured by the number of affiliate companies, has 
increased from 77,45% in September 2011 to 79,12% in September 2012. This share, measured by the 
affiliation of workers,  increased from 72,43% in September 2011 to 74,38% in September 2012. 

 The sector has turnover figures of around €3.5 billion per year. However, in recent years (2010 and 2009) 
turnover has fallen by 5.5% and 3.3% respectively. 

 Private security and surveillance is also growing while cash-in-transit has stagnated and is on a downward 
trend (2010). 

 The highest proportion of companies registered in 2010 were in installation and maintenance (69.47%), 
followed by surveillance and protection (26.77%) which bring around 65% to the sector. Alarm receiving 
centre companies account for 18.78% of firms. 

 The latest data from the National Statistics Institute, and according to the National Classification of Economic 
Activities (CNAE), show that in 2011 in Spain there are 2,931 safety and security and investigation 
companies; in Catalonia, there are 475 such companies, making up 16% of all Spanish firms. 

 By CNAE activity divisions, the biggest segment is private security companies at 1,939 in Spain and 269 in 
Catalonia. Next come companies involved in security research, with 832 companies in Spain and 175 in 
Catalonia. Finally, the segment with fewest companies is security systems services at 167 companies in 
Spain and 31 in Catalonia. 

 However, this market is highly fragmented and 13 of the largest companies in Spain account for 80% of 
turnover in the sector. 

 The Region of Madrid has the largest number of private security companies at 737, followed by Catalonia 
with 475 and Andalusia with 447. The regions with the fewest companies in the sector are Ceuta at 2 and 
Cantabria and La Rioja with 19 companies each. 

 Despite being a sector reduced to large businesses, it also features companies such as INDRA, with a 
turnover of around €650 million in the security and defence market. INDRA‟s growth in this market fell by 
13% in 2010, which shows how the economic crisis has affected small and large companies alike.  

 The economic crisis has had a major impact on private security as it has reduced demand for services. After 
several years of continued growth, which coincided with the country‟s years of growth, the sector is going 
through a difficult period and in 2009 and 2010 its total fall was close to -10%. 

 

Employment data 

 In 2012, in Spain there are 246.000 people enable to work in the private security sector (that is, authorized by 
the Government) . However, many of these enabled  people is not employed in 2012. 

 Between 2007 and 2010 the number of security personnel skill increased by 33% (at a rate of about 18.000 
per year). 

 The largest group of professionals in the industry is the security guards, that are about 188.000 (only about 
89.000 are active) and represent 75% of the total. The second category is for bodyguards, representing 
12,5%, followed by explosive guards (7,54%). The categories with less employees are for security directors 
(2,9%), security managers (1,1%) and detective (0,9%). 

 The turnover rate of private security employees in 2010 was 24%, while in 2005 was 48%. It is important to 
pay attention to this drop-year turnover rate because, in a sector where turnover rates have historically been 
very high, in recent years has been registering a marked decrease. This is mainly due to the advent of the 
crisis, workers have become more conservative with their workplace. In better economic situation there were 
many guards who switched to other sectors such as construction, a fact that does not happen in December 
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2012. 

 Although men still dominate the sector (85% in 2011), in recent years there are a increasing number of 
women, which grew 1% annually reaching up to 15% of the employees. 

 In the field of private security there is a higher percentage of permanent contracts than in other industries. 
Thus, in 2011 approximately 80% of the security guards had permanent contracts. 

 The average service in terms of time, currently, stands at around 10,5 years in the case of workers on the 
structure, and 9 years in the case of security guards. 

 56% of staff in the private security sector have training equivalent to compulsory education, while 19% have a 
secondary school diploma and 17% have studied vocational tranning. The percentage of professionals with 
higher education comes just over 8%. 

 According to data provided by IBEX 35 companies, 3,71% of professionals in the field of ICT are dedicated to 
computer security. 

 The same IBEX 35 companies, said that companies invest € 4,48/year in employees training in computer 
security. The staff dedicated to ICT security receives an annual average of 44 training hours. 

 In large companies 42,48% of the staff dedicated to computer security is external, and this external staff has 
a rotation average of 22.66% 

 At risk prevention, it is estimated that in Spain in 2010, the Outside Prevention Services had between 18.000 
and 20.000 people working. 

 In 2009, 37,5% of companies had its own prevention service that employed between 1 and 5 technical with 
senior cathegories, intermediate or low. 

 In Catalonia, there were 2,420 professional fire fighters in 2010. 

 In September 2011, in Spain there were about 238.000 public security officers. Most belong to the Guardia 
Civil (about 81.000), Local Police (68.000) and National Police (about 64.000). As for the regional police, 
there are 16.000 Mossos d'esquadra, 8.000 Ertzaintza and 1.000 police officers from Navarra. 

 The hiring from the private sector represents 76% versus 24% in the public sector. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Sources. Latest data available: Idescat, INE, APROSER (Facts and figures for the private security sector in Spain 2011); Tecnifuego-Aespi; Biocat 
report, 2009; M. Pedrals; Pla de seguretat alimentària de Catalunya, 2011-2015 (Food safety plan for Catalonia, 2011-2015); INDRA corporate report, 
2011; IBEX 35 companies; La seguretat com a sector emergent. Identificació de possibles clústers i caracterització (Security and Safety as an 
Emerging Industry; identifying possible clusters and characterisation), IDES, 2009. 
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05 Professional profiles most in demand 
Most highly qualified professional profiles 

Training profile 

The more qualified positions in the main areas of the security and safety industry require a university degree. However, 
they are also characterised by the need for additional training meaning that a university education often does not 
provide the specific knowledge necessary to carry out a role.  
 
Furthermore, it is often necessary for this additional training to have been undertaken in advance and for candidates to 
have other skills before they will be able to carry out a role.  
 
For example, in order to carry out the majority of roles in occupational health and safety, candidates need to have a 
university degree and to have passed a formal course that is certified as university-level. Safety directors and safety 
advisers have to pass a training course approved by the competent government. Fire protection engineers require a 
university-level technical diploma, but also need specific knowledge that is currently attained through subsequent 
training by means of postgraduate study.  
 
In private security, a technical diploma in managing security systems is needed; in roles with more responsibility, such 
as a company‟s head of security, a licence from the competent government is required.  
 

Skills profile 

The better qualified roles in the various areas of the security and safety industry are characterised by professional 
profiles that, as well as needing technical knowledge, also require a capacity for organisation, planning and 
management. At the same time, they are professionals who must have the capacity to make decisions continuously 
and therefore also need a capacity for analysis.  
 
Another characteristic is that they tend to work with other departments or divisions of companies, so they need to know 
how to manage meetings, to have communication skills, and to be able to work alongside other people and teams; in 
the case of large companies they must be able to direct and manage groups of people. 
 
These roles require a good knowledge of how to use ICT tools and the capacity to adapt to technological change.  
 

Examples of jobs in the Web Barcelona treball directory 

 

 Workplace risk auditor  

 Fire protection engineer 

 Food safety-management specialist 

 Self-monitoring system auditor (HACPP) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://w27.bcn.cat/porta22/cat/fitxes/A/fitxa5630.jsp
http://w27.bcn.cat/porta22/cat/fitxes/E/fitxa5672.jsp
http://w27.bcn.cat/porta22/cat/fitxes/T/fitxa4482.jsp
http://w27.bcn.cat/porta22/cat/fitxes/A/fitxa5799.jsp
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Less qualified professional profiles 
Training profile 

The professional profiles of the majority of less qualified professionals are those of operators or specialists who carry 
out roles supporting those with more qualified profiles. It must be stressed that these are also positions that require 
specific training, which is often provided by the company (as with ARC operators) or by an authorised training company 
(as with security guards). 
 
In the case of occupational health and safety, an OHS specialist must have a higher vocational training diploma or 
have studied the subject for at least 300 hours prior to the introduction of formal training. 

 

Skills profile 

The main skills required are: customer orientation, a capacity for planning and organisation, the capacity to 
communicate and receive information and the ability to work as part of a team. 
 
There are certain roles for which it is necessary to be able to work with constantly changing new technologies, such as 
ARC operator; skill with technology is therefore required, along with the ability to cope with change. 
 
The majority of these professions require a high level of responsibility and some of them require working with 
confidentiality. 
 

Examples of jobs in the web Barcelona Treball directory 

 

 OHS officer (medium-level OHS specialist) 

 ARC operator 

 Security guard 

 Fire-safety facilities maintenance operative  

 

http://w27.bcn.cat/porta22/cat/fitxes/P/fitxa5636.jsp
http://w27.bcn.cat/porta22/cat/fitxes/O/fitxa5678.jsp
http://w27.bcn.cat/porta22/cat/fitxes/V/fitxa5684.jsp
http://w27.bcn.cat/porta22/cat/fitxes/M/fitxa5676.jsp
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06 Future scenarios 

 
Weaknesses 
 

 There are difficulties with filling certain positions, for example occupational medicine specialists and security 
guards with the necessary qualifications and experience. 

 The majority of companies in the private security sector are SMEs or microentities, which means the sector is 
highly fragmented. The sector's growth depends on these companies also growing. 

 Private security companies suggest that the current legislation is not adequate for the exercise of their 
activity, as they believe that it is inflexible and interventionist. 

 Inspection and enforcement of the legal requirements for carrying out security or safety operations are 
essential for the proper growth and development of the sector. The authorities‟ failure to do this may lead 
directly to the breach of regulations, the appearance of unqualified professionals and the discredit of the 
sector, which may end up affecting the professionals and companies that do comply with security and safety 
regulations.  

 There is a lack of specific data about certain areas that make it impossible to get a detailed impression of the 
industry‟s characteristics and trends. This is the case, for example, in the emergency response subsector.  

 A job in the private security sector, especially in the category of security guard, is often regarded by the 
workers themselves as something temporary while they are looking for another job in a different sector or 
more attractive in terms of wages and hours. 

 There is a huge imbalance between the increase in skilled staff in the sector and the increased of the 
business volume, so there is a big difference between personal skill really busy and staff in the sector. 

 There is a lack of definition and classification of professional skills in the field of computer security. 

 No protocols or mechanisms of relationship between staff working in computer security and public safety. 
 

Threats  
 

 The application of the Omnibus Law introduces many opportunities but also many risks because of the 
massive change in model that it involves. The main threats come from how the system has been set up, with 
a deregulation of services with ex post intervention by the government at a time when it is cutting back on its 
own resources. This situation could lead to increased numbers of unqualified individuals entering the sector 
and reduced service quality.  

 The sector is highly dependent on the economic and social situation of the moment. The current crisis has 
adversely affected it, especially in the field of private security and alarms which have experienced a severe 
recession in recent years. There has also been something of an increase in service companies seeking to 
enter new markets such as security. 

 The negative economic forecasts suggest a blockage or even reduction in hiring new workers. This aspect is 
not only applicable to the private sector, but also includes the public sector (calls for public places for security 
staff and prevention are shrinking). 

 There is a gap between formal studies and the needs of existing companies in the security and safety sector. 
Indeed, for instance, there are no training programmes for private security guards and the only way to join the 
profession is through licences or professional certificates. Likewise, highly skilled people who want to find 
work in the sector have to do additional training to acquire the knowledge required. It remains to be seen 
whether the universities can be more flexible and faster in meeting new demands as a result of the Bologna 
reform. 

 Lifelong learning is essential for law enforcement agencies and security forces so their officers have up to the 
minute knowledge of security, safety, health, prevention and dealing with people. 

 The security sector is very sensitive to new legislation or regulation defined by the Administration. In this 
sense, the changes in this field can left out of the market some companies or workers, or trigger considerable 
losses to security service providers. The two areas of activity that can be most affected are cccupational 
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health and safety, and private security. 
 

Strengths  
 

 Security and safety are intrinsic requirements of, and increasingly valued in, our society. This means that 
more and more people and businesses associate security and safety with service quality in all aspects of 
production.  

 It is an industry that requires research and development in new technology to grow since the products, 
equipment and services it needs are closely tied to these technologies. This means it is a sector with the 
potential to hire highly skilled people with qualifications in engineering or in science and health. 

 The European Union draws up security and safety regulations which then become binding on Member 
States. In general this legislation increases economic and employment activity. 

 The European Union has stepped up its funding for research and development in the sector, which is one of 
those with the best future prospects, and which can be undertaken by companies and research centres in 
Catalonia. 

 There are established national and regional employers‟ associations which for many years have been 
overseeing the sector‟s development and growth, including APROSER (Professional Association of Private 
Security Services Companies) in Spain and ACAES (Catalan Association of Security Companies) in 
Catalonia, and they provide services to other security companies. 

 According to the industry companies, the relationship between them and public safety is correct and is 
usually don't causes any conflict. 

 Customers of private security services increasingly demand more global services to the detriment of 
individual products/services. Offer global services add value to end product and a greater appreciation of the 
private security sector. 

 

Opportunities 
 

 The implementation of the Omnibus Act will create a deregulated environment in which the procedures for 
working or starting a business in the sector will be faster. This will mean that sector professionals will have 
more importance in the market and enhanced access to quality training tailored to the sector. 

 Computer security is a growing and dynamic sector, as companies face more threats and must be able to 
satisfy legislation requirements. The challenge of addressing this complexity is encouraging the adoption of 
security service. 

 Increased online information, businesses and individuals having generalised access to the Internet and the 
need to be protected against new computer attacks have increased the scope of ICT security activity. This 
growth is expected to remain positive in the coming years, which will generate new business and 
employment opportunities in the sector. 

 The appearance of certifications and licences for sector professionals has improved its image and has 
enabled the credentialing of companies working in various fields such as environment, fire and internal 
emergency plans. 

 The gap between university studies and the needs of companies may be an opportunity to design and create 
new higher education programmes. 

 In the field of private security progress may be made in developing a cooperation model that facilitates the 
integration of private with public services to improve the quality of service to the public and companies. 

 The security needs of public companies such as airports provide a growth opportunity for sector operators. 

 Security and safety services may become the differentiating factor in the overall delivery of a specific service. 
For example, implementing health and safety standards in hospitals that are properly managed and geared 
towards patients and their companions may lead to greater quality in public service. 

 The criminal acts are increasingly complex and different, and new threats are appearing (ciberspying, attacks 
on mobile devices, etc.) need to be answered. In this sense, the emergence of new forms of crime is an 
incentive for innovation and generate economic activity. 

 Scientific research has a growing role in security. There are increasingly more research processes for 
identifying products and applications aimed at preventing risks and minimize potential threats (feeding, 
environmental, etc.). 
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07 Useful links 

 

International organisations 

 
European Commission – public health 
http://ec.europa.eu/health/index_en.htm   
 
European Commission –environment and civil protection 
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/seveso/index.htm  
 
United States Society of Fire Protection Engineers 
http://www.sfpe.org/  
 
European Emergency Number Association - EENA 
http://www.eena.org/view/en/index.html 
 
European Commission – Directorate-General for Health and Consumers 
http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/health_consumer/index_en.htm    
 

Spanish organisations 

 
Spanish National Institute for Health and Safety in the Workplace – INSHT 
http://www.insht.es/portal/site/Insht/    
 
Spanish Association of Friendly Societies for Workplace Accidents – AMAT 
http://www.amat.es/  

 
External Occupational Health and Safety Services Federation  
http://www.aspaprevencion.com/  
 
Spanish Association of Security Companies - AES 
http://www.aesseguridad.es/  
 
APROSER (Professional Association of Private Security Services Companies) 
http://www.aproser.es/ 
 
Catalan Association of Accredited OHS Entities, APRECAT 
http://aprecat.com/  
 
Catalan Association of Security Companies – ACAES 
http://www.acaes.net/ 
 
Tecnifuego – Aespi 

http://www.tecnifuego-aespi.org/ 
 
Directorate General for Civil Protection and Emergencies 
http://www.proteccioncivil.org/es/index.html  
 
Institute for Security and Safety Studies (IDES) 
http://www.seguretat.org 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

http://ec.europa.eu/health/index_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/seveso/index.htm
http://www.sfpe.org/
http://www.eena.org/view/en/index.html
http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/health_consumer/index_en.htm
http://www.insht.es/portal/site/Insht/
http://www.amat.es/
http://www.aspaprevencion.com/
http://www.aesseguridad.es/
http://www.aproser.es/
http://aprecat.com/
http://www.acaes.net/
http://www.tecnifuego-aespi.org/
http://www.proteccioncivil.org/es/index.html
http://www.seguretat.org/
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International events (fairs, conferences, etc.) 

 
Occupational Health and Safety Conference – ORP 
http://www.orpconference.org/ 
 
 
International Congress Combustion and Fire Dynamics 
http://www.cfd2010.unican.es/ 
 
Integra + Seguridad, international fair 
http://www.usecintegra.com/  
 

Spanish events (fairs, conferences, etc.) 

 
SICUR fair 
http://www.ifema.es/web/ferias/sicur/2010/default.html  
 
6

th
 Association of Fire Protection Engineering Professionals (ACIPI) Fire Protection Engineering Conference 

http://www.apici.es/vi-edicion-del-congreso-internacional-de-ingenieria-de-pci/ 
 
Fuego Foundation 
http://www.fundacionfuego.org/cms/  
 

 
 

International themed portals 

 
World Health Organisation – WHO 
http://www.who.int/en/  
 
European Agency for Safety and Health at Work  
http://osha.europa.eu/en  
 
European Chemicals Agency  
http://echa.europa.eu/  
 
European Food Safety Agency  
http://www.efsa.europa.eu/EFSA/efsa_locale-1178620753812_home.htm  
 
European Network and Information Security Agency – ENISA 
http://www.enisa.europa.eu/    
 

Spanish themed portals 

 
Prevención Integral 
http://www.prevencionintegral.com 
 
Prevention World 
http://www.prevention-world.com/  
 
Catalan Food Safety Agency 
http://www.gencat.cat/salut/acsa/  
 
Spanish Data Protection Agency 
https://www.agpd.es/  
 
Spanish Food Safety and Nutrition Agency 
http://www.aesan.msps.es/  
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